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Overview

1. Locate your CoinFLEX vote tokens (CFV)
2. Transfer your CFV tokens to an off-exchange wallet (i.e MetaMask)
3. Navigate Commonwealth to discuss and comment on the proposal
4. Cast your official vote in Snapshot

Note: YOU CAN ONLY TRANSFER YOUR VOTE TOKEN ONCE. WE URGE YOU TO SEND VOTE 
TOKENS TO A WALLET UNDER YOUR CONTROL, OTHERWISE YOU YOU MAY LOSE THE VOTING 
POWER ENABLED BY YOUR VOTE TOKENS.

Step-by-step

Step 1: First you need to Locate your CoinFLEX vote tokens (CFV) in your CoinFLEX wallet then 
transfer your CFV tokens to an off-exchange wallet (i.e MetaMask)

1. Log in to www.coinflex.com.
2. Go to Wallet & Order > Click Balance in the drop down menu and search for CFV.

3. Click Withdraw.

Step 2: Transfer your CFV tokens to an off-exchange wallet (i.e MetaMask)

Please note: ‘CFVT’ and ‘stgCFV’ as seen in this guide were used for testing purposes only. CoinFLEX 
Creditors with locked balances will be issued CFV tokens. 
Additionally, if you are a BCH holder on the sBCH network, you will be issued CFV-BCH in your CoinFLEX 
wallet. flexUSD holders on either ERC20 or SEP20 who wish to vote will not be allocated CFV tokens, and 
instead should vote using their flexUSD balances.

http://www.coinflex.com
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5. You will be prompted to put in your 2FA code. Enter your 2FA Code and click Verify.

4. Add your destination CFV address in the drop down. Enter the number of CFV tokens you wish to 
withdraw and click Submit.

6. One your 2FA code is verified, click Confirm Withdrawal.  
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The tokens will now be on the way to your wallet.1

7. Check	your	wallet	balance	for	CFV	tokens	(if	you	can’t	see	the	CFV	tokens,	please	follow	these	
instructions:  
https://metamask.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360015489031-How-to-add-unlisted-tokens-
custom-tokens-in-MetaMask

Step 3: Navigating Commonwealth (Discussion and Link to Snapshot)

1 Snapshot supports the following wallets: MetaMask. WalletConnect, 
Coinbase Wallet, Portis and Stargazer. We encourage you to use 
MetaMask or WalletConnect as Commonwealth only supports those two.

1. Go to Commonwealth: https://commonwealth.im/coinflex

2. On the top right corner click on “log-in” 
a.	Use	Continue	with	wallet 
b. Choose your particular wallet

3. A pop up will show up. Click Sign

https://metamask.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360015489031-How-to-add-unlisted-tokens-custom-tokens-in-MetaMask
https://metamask.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360015489031-How-to-add-unlisted-tokens-custom-tokens-in-MetaMask
https://consensys.net/blog/metamask/how-to-add-your-custom-tokens-in-metamask/ 
 https://commonwealth.im/coinflex
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2. Click on “Restructuring Proposal”, you will find a section titled “Reply,” in which you will be able to 
give your opinion about the proposal and discuss with others.  

3. Once	the	message	is	written,	click	‘Submit’	at	the	bottom	of	the	box.

NOTE: smartBCH Creditors will not be able to participate in discussions on Commonwealth. 
Please go directly to Snapshot: https://snapshot.org/#/coinflexvote.eth 

Commenting

1. Click on “Discussion” in the sidebar on Commonwealth, and select “Corporate Actions”.

https://snapshot.org/#/coinflexvote.eth 
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Connecting with Snapshot

1. Click on ‘Snapshot’	in	the	sidebar	on	Commonwealth	and	select	‘Restructuring Proposal’	under	
‘Active	Proposals’.

2. You will enter the Snapshot preview on Commonwealth. In order to vote you need to click on 
Strategies hyperlink under the information box on the right. This will redirect you to the Snapshot

Step 4: Cast your official vote in Snapshot

1. Click on “Restructuring Proposal” and Select Yes or No
2. Go to https://snapshot.org/#/coinflexvote.eth
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3. Click on Vote

4. A pop-up window will appear with the Snapshot proposal number and your respective voting power. 
In order to vote, you must have voting power. Click on ‘Vote’	to	cast	your	vote.

5. If you are using MetaMask, another popup will appear asking you to sign in. Click on ‘Sign-in’.

6. Congratulations on participating in your first CoinFLEX vote!
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Additional reminders for sBCH BCH and flexUSD holders

Voting	is	also	available	to	anyone	holding	BCH	on	the	SmartBCH	network	as	well	as		flexUSD	on	either	
the Ethereum or SmartBCH network. 

Note: If you are a BCH holder on the sBCH network, you will be issued CFV-BCH in your CoinFLEX 
wallet. flexUSD holders on either ERC20 or SEP20 who wish to vote will not be allocated CFV 
tokens, and instead should vote using their flexUSD balances. 

The CoinFLEX Snapshot proposal will allow the following contracts holders to participate in the vote:
• ERC20: 0x14c92fA89A2322fD2fcC928620ac67503c05627B
• CFV-BCH for SmartBCH BCH holders 
• SEP20: 0x7cb4E8c7A6f16165604522cE995189858f4cb6Ee
• flexUSD ERC20: 0xa774FFB4AF6B0A91331C084E1aebAE6Ad535e6F3
• flexUSD SEP20: 0x7b2B3C5308ab5b2a1d9a94d20D35CCDf61e05b72

Note: Specific to sBCH BCH holders 

• Users	will	need	to	send	their	CFV	tokens	from	CoinFLEX	balances	to	a	supported	off-exchange	
wallet	(i.e	MetaMask)	before	the	vote	proposal	is	published	on	Snapshot.org	on	8	AM	UTC	on	
Sunday, September 25, 2022

• Users	who	have	their	SmartBCH	BCH	on	exchanges	should	withdraw	it	to	their	Metamask
• Users	who	already	have	SmartBCH	BCH	in	their	wallets	(i.e	Metamask)	do	not	need	to	do	anything.	

CFV
• Users	who	have	sBCH,	flexUSD	and	CFV	in	one	account	will	be	able	to	exercise	their	full	voting	

power with a single vote action. Otherwise, you need to vote separately from each account holding a 
vote token.

Key dates:

Vote token transfer period: 12	PM	UTC	on	Thursday,	September	22,	2022	to	5	PM	UTC	on	Saturday,	
September 24, 2022.

Official Snapshot voting period: 5	PM	UTC	on	Saturday,	September	24,	2022	to	5	PM	UTC	on	Tuesday,	
September 27, 2022.


